The Global Innovation Lab for Climate Finance is a global initiative that supports the identification and piloting of cutting edge climate finance instruments. It aims to drive billions of dollars of private investment into climate change mitigation and adaptation in developing countries.
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Renewable Energy Scale-Up Facility

DESCRIPTION —
The Renewable Energy Scale-Up Facility (RESF) is a fund that employs an innovative options mechanism to drive private institutional equity into earlier stages of renewable energy projects in emerging markets. In so doing, RESF helps to grow renewable project pipelines by addressing the lack of early-stage equity financing.

GOAL —
To drive private institutional equity into earlier stages of renewable energy projects in emerging markets.

SECTOR —
Renewable Energy

PRIVATE FINANCE TARGET —
Renewable energy project developers, institutional investors

GEOGRAPHY —
Initial target countries: Brazil, Colombia, Indonesia, Jordan, Morocco, Peru, Tunisia, Vietnam
In the future: additional countries in Africa, Latin America, and Southeast Asia
1. CONTEXT

While recent years have seen historic levels of renewable energy investment, with developing countries for the first time leading the way, total renewable energy investment in developing countries still falls far short of needs to meet the ambitions of the Paris Agreement and Sustainable Development Goals (FS-UNEP Centre and BNEF 2016; World Economic Forum 2017).\(^1\)

In particular, renewable energy project developers in many emerging markets do not have the capital needed to develop projects at the earliest stages (UNEP 2011; IRENA 2016). Early-stage financing is critical to project preparation activities, and to ultimately attracting additional investment, achieving financial close, and getting projects built. Although capital needs at this stage are comparatively low – up to approximately 5% of total investment costs – attracting early-stage investments can be difficult. This is due both to relatively high risks – not all projects started reach financial close and start construction – and a lack of investment vehicles that can meet private investors’ needs and help to manage these risks effectively (UNEP 2011; OECD 2016; WEF 2017). These barriers prevent many projects from being built in developing countries that would be both technically and financially viable otherwise, threatening the realization of national climate and renewable energy finance targets as well as investment mandates.\(^2\),\(^3\)

CONCEPT

2. INSTRUMENT MECHANICS

RESF’s innovative approach to reducing investment risk is to buy options in multiple projects, which may be exercised if and when projects meet pre-determined milestones.

The Renewable Energy Scale-Up Facility (RESF, and referred to henceforth as “the Facility”) is a solution to drive private institutional equity into earlier stages of renewable energy projects in emerging markets. By aggregating and de-risking medium-scale solar (10-50 MW) and wind (20-50 MW) projects, the Facility intends to address institutional investment requirements while channeling finance to build robust project pipelines.

2.1 MAIN COMPONENTS

The Facility will own two types of assets: 1) Options in renewable energy projects that are purchased at the early- to mid-stage of project development; and 2) Upon exercise of options at financial close, shares in successful projects (see Figure 1).

2.1.1 Options Mechanism

The Facility will seek to pay a portion of the development costs of renewable energy projects in the target pilot countries, in return for an option in that project. The Facility’s options will provide the right to purchase equity in a renewable energy project if and when it

---

\(^1\) According to FS-UNEP Centre and BNEF (2016), investment in developing countries was $156 billion in 2015.

\(^2\) Confirmed through stakeholder interviews with institutional and development finance investors, held March-June 2017. Also see, e.g., http://www.privateequitywire.co.uk/2016/02/03/236186/blackrock-renewable-power-fund-completes-first-close, noting increase in European investor interest in real assets (including renewable energy).

reaches financial close. The price of the option, expressed as the aggregate internal rate of return (IRR) that the Fund will receive through the end of the Fund’s lifetime, will be preferable relative to prevailing market conditions. The IRR pricing mechanism transfers risk of development cost overruns to project developers rather than the Facility.

Figure 1: RESF Instrument Diagram

The Facility will invest only in mature technologies, to reduce technology risk. Projects must have completed several initial steps to apply (see Table 1), including the establishment of a project Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV). There will be separate, regular solicitation windows for wind and solar projects.

The Facility can elect to make options premium payments at two to three pre-agreed project development milestones if and when they are met (see Table 1). These premium payments are made during the period in which costs are comparatively low, around 1%-5% of total project costs. The Facility’s portion of total development costs for a given project will range from 10-49%, depending on project needs expressed in developers’ proposals and ensuring that developers retain financial incentives during the development process.

2.1.2 Shares in Successful Projects

If and when a project reaches financial close, the Facility will have the option to invest equity in the project, at a share price that meets the pre-agreed IRR and with input from the Facility Investment Committee. At this point, the Facility will draw down investors’ committed capital. If the Facility does not exercise the option, it can sell the option to other investors or it can treat the option as a repayable loan.
The Facility will seek to maintain its shares in operational projects on behalf of its long-term institutional investors. Payments to investors will primarily come from dividends based on project revenues.

Table 1: Sample developer activities undertaken to meet each project development milestone (may vary by geography and project). Projects will typically enter the Facility’s pipeline during the Bid-Phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bid-Phase (Year 0)</th>
<th>Early-stage (Year 1)</th>
<th>Mid-stage (Years 2-3)</th>
<th>Financial Close (Years 3-4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Feasibility</td>
<td>Development Milestone 1</td>
<td>Development Milestone 2</td>
<td>Options Exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scoping study</td>
<td>Resource Generation Study</td>
<td>Environmental impact assessment</td>
<td>Agreements for Engineering, Procurement, and Construction (EPC), and Operations &amp; Maintenance (O&amp;M) Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity market information</td>
<td>Site selection</td>
<td>In-depth financial analysis</td>
<td>Negotiation with debt and other equity providers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land access requirements</td>
<td>Land rights agreement</td>
<td>Power purchase agreement (PPA) memorandum of understanding</td>
<td>Permit approvals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approvals required</td>
<td>Conceptual engineering design</td>
<td>Environmental scoping study</td>
<td>PPA and grid connection agreements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team track record</td>
<td>Technical Feasibility Study</td>
<td>Permit application and other required authorizations submitted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development budget</td>
<td>Environmental impact assessment</td>
<td>Analysis of community development and investment requirements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special purpose vehicle (SPV) documentation</td>
<td>In-depth financial analysis</td>
<td>Power purchase agreement (PPA) memorandum of understanding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environmental impact assessment</td>
<td>Permit applications</td>
<td>Permit approvals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In-depth financial analysis</td>
<td>Land surveys</td>
<td>PPA and grid connection agreements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1.3 Key stakeholders

Key actors involved in the implementation of the Facility will include renewable energy project developers, a fund manager, private and public investors, other existing platforms with which the Facility can partner, and technical service providers with specialized knowledge (e.g. social and environmental impact assessments). Renewable energy project developers will propose projects to the Facility for early stage and equity funding. The Facility will initially target locally-based developers that are likely to have lower access to capital than large international players, but have strong local knowledge. The fund manager will gather interested investors for participation in the Facility; source potential early-stage projects for options premium financing, also performing due diligence on them; and, with input from an Investment Committee, make decisions on further investment at development milestones and at financial close. The fund manager will need local presence in order to maintain a low-cost structure to undertake these activities and engage with policymakers and regulatory agencies, and will require in-house team members with both technical and financial expertise.

2.1.4 Investors Targeted

The objective of the Facility is to attract long-term, low-risk domestic and international institutional investors, such as pension funds, into earlier stages of project development. Currently, these types of investors, despite a seemingly good match with the capital requirements and investment horizons for renewable energy projects, typically only invest in projects once they are operational, with some also investing once projects reach financial close (BNEF, Chatham House, Frankfurt School 2016). Therefore, an initial fund will also likely need to include philanthropic investors, development finance institutions, governments, and others in the development finance space who can help to demonstrate the efficacy of the Facility’s approach (see 2.2.1)
2.2 FIRST FUND AND STRATEGY TO PHASE OUT PUBLIC FINANCE

2.2.1 Structure of First Fund
To build the evidence base to attract institutional investors in the long term, the Facility will establish an initial, or first, fund that will target USD 110 million, in line with other first time emerging market power funds (EMPEA 2015) (see Figure 2 for the illustrative capital structure).

This fund will deploy limited grants and concessional equity investment strategically to demonstrate the following results:

1) Generate evidence of project success rates & development costs in the geographies in which the Facility operates
2) Demonstrate commercial viability of the portfolio diversification and options holdings approach of the Facility to de-risk early stage investment
3) Demonstrate capability of fund manager to deliver results

USD 10 million of the fund will target recyclable grant funding from donors intended to demonstrate the options mechanism. The Facility will fund the options premium payments as zero-interest rate loans to be repaid at financial close. Loan repayments will then be available to fund new projects. The Facility expects to invest 10-49% of the development costs of 12-24 renewable energy projects at early- to mid-stages of development, with around half to two-thirds, or 6-12, projects expected to reach financial close and operations.

A USD 100 million equity fund will then fund equity share purchases. Fundraising will target concessional and commercial equity investors. The commercial equity tranche will target one or more anchor development finance institution (DFI) investors, as well as family offices, endowments, impact investors, and the private equity allocations of pension funds. Anchor investment from an experienced DFI or government investor with rigorous and established due diligence processes can (1) provide important certification effects to other investors, (2) help crowd-in additional private finance, and (3) ultimately demonstrate the efficacy of an innovative new approach to climate finance investment (Escalante et al., 2017 forthcoming).

The concessional equity will offset construction risk through a preferred repayment and return waterfall structure. Commercial equity investors will receive principal repayment first, followed by concessional equity investors. Then commercial investors will receive returns up to a preferred return threshold of 8%, followed by concessional equity investor returns up to this same threshold. Beyond this threshold all Limited Partners – both commercial and concessional equity investors – will receive 80% of additional returns simultaneously, with the remaining returns going to the fund manager. Management fees will be 1.5% of total commitments for the first five years of the fund and 1.25% of net investments for the remaining years. Target returns to commercial investors for the Facility’s first fund will be at least 9% after fees (see 5.1 Quantitative Modeling Results for details).

---

4 Also confirmed in stakeholder interviews.
5 The European Investment Bank’s GEERE fund of funds has seen similar progressions in its investee funds, with institutional investors such as pension funds investing in follow-on funds; the potential attractiveness of such a strategy was confirmed through institutional investor interviews.
6 These ranges are based on stakeholder interviews with project preparation facilities, renewable energy developers, and investors. More precise estimates will need to be developed for specific localities and will also be based on developer bids.
7 The final waterfall will depend on discussions with potential investors. See Annex 1 for modelled returns waterfall.
2.2.2 Investment cycle

The Facility’s first fund will have a total investment horizon of between 10-15 years. The investment period will last for five to eight years, with projects expected to reach financial close during this time. All projects are expected to reach operation within five years of the end of the investment period, though most will reach operation within one to two years of financial close. Operational projects will earn revenues from the sale of electricity, which will be returned to investors as dividends. After approximately three to seven years of operation, the Facility will exit projects through sales of shares in the special purpose vehicle, and will distribute capital gains from sales to investors according to the pre-agreed pathway described in Section 2.2.1.

Figure 2: Illustrative RESF First Fund Capital Structure

3. INNOVATION

The innovation of the Renewable Energy Scale-Up Facility lies in the package of measures – including the options mechanism, diversification of investments, and disciplined use of milestones – that together de-risk early stage projects and grow renewable pipelines, while providing needed investment opportunities. While similar models have been deployed successfully in other industries, the Facility will be the first to deploy it for renewable energy.

3.1 RESF ADDRESSES BARRIERS TO EARLY STAGE PROJECT DEVELOPMENT FINANCING

The Facility addresses two primary barriers to early stage renewable energy investment: first, the difficulty of project developers to manage risk due to uncertainty around project viability at these early stages and the consequent shortage of capital; and second, the lack of investment vehicles for early stage renewable energy meeting institutional investor needs, including risk-adjusted return and liquidity requirements.
3.1.1 Difficulty for developers to manage risk

Risks in early stage project development typically stem from policy uncertainty, as well as lack of human capital. For example, regulatory, country, legal, and off-taker risks, as well as under-developed capital markets, can drive up the cost of capital in developing countries, particularly for capital intensive renewable energy projects. At the same time, project developers require specialized expertise, either on their teams or outsourced, which is often not readily available (UNEP 2011; Ramboll 2015).

As a result of the early stage risk, developers typically self-finance early stage project development, thereby limiting the number of projects they can begin. When not all projects make it to financial close, starting fewer projects reduces even more the overall number of projects that can ultimately become operational. External financing is particularly scarce at earliest stages of project development, which although a comparatively low percentage of total costs, also hold the highest risk (Ramboll 2015; BNEF, Chatham House and Frankfurt School 2016; EMPEA, 2015).

To fill this gap, a number of donors have supported the establishment of project preparation facilities to help finance early stage project development costs; these are often grant-based and not self-sustaining. These facilities also typically provide technical assistance to local developers, to help improve project success rates. Other research has noted that these facilities tend to be administratively complex and insufficiently linked to potential follow-on investors (Ehlers 2014; Ramboll 2015; Schneider-Roos et al. 2014; WEF 2015).

3.1.2 Lack of investments meeting institutional investor needs

On the investor side, while the long-term predictable cash flows of operating renewable energy projects should be appealing to institutional investors such as pension funds, in practice several additional barriers limit their participation. Barriers include liquidity requirements for investments as well as internal barriers for investors to increase how much of their portfolios are allocated to a single sector such as renewable energy (Nelson and Pierpont 2013). In addition, the lack of scale and pipeline of investable projects makes it difficult for institutional investors to justify building up expertise in infrastructure and renewable energy investments\(^8\).\(^9\).

The barriers to renewable energy project development have led to a scarcity of projects that do meet institutional investor requirements. This is evidenced by oversubscribed renewable energy project equity sales in many emerging markets: in stakeholder interviews, investors told the Lab Secretariat that “there’s a line around the block” if a project gets to financial close, and “If a project has managed to solve those [land/grid/power purchase agreement] problems,” investors abound. In addition, institutional investors and asset managers are increasingly facing client-driven mandates for fossil fuel divestment and active renewable energy support, which is likely to further exacerbate the current lack of deal flow (OECD 2015).\(^{10}\)

---

\(^8\) For example, Nelson & Pierpont (2013) estimate that an institutional investor needs to have at least $50 billion in AUM to justify building an in-house project investment team.

\(^9\) OECD’s 2015 Large Pensions Funds Survey describes pension fund interest in emerging markets as “opportunistic”.

3.2 RESF EMPLOYS AN INNOVATIVE, COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH TO MANAGE RISK

A number of initiatives have sought to address gaps in early stage renewable energy development financing. The Lab Secretariat surveyed more than thirty existing initiatives and funds to understand the Facility’s value add to this field (see Annex 2). We found that the Facility’s options approach improves on the status quo significantly, allowing investors to manage project risks more effectively in the following ways:

The Facility is the only fund to use an options mechanism to finance early-stage investment. Options reduce liability of investors for projects that are not successful. In addition, because premium payments will be paid out according to pre-agreed milestones, the Facility’s approach increases discipline for developers and investors in selecting projects to move forward. While several other funds and institutions have structured early stage investments somewhat similarly, they typically invest once a project is relatively advanced in its development, whereas the Facility is targeting the earliest stages. At the same time, the Facility’s focus on early-stage projects that already have several basic requirements in place helps to ensure that even among early-stage projects the Facility is sourcing the most viable options.

Pre-defined project development financing milestones help to ensure that successful projects move forward and receive additional financing – and unsuccessful ones do not. The options structure allows investors to understand better a project’s probability of reaching financial close and operation before investing larger sums of money or taking on the liability of owning a project outright through early equity purchases. Without such discipline, developers may keep projects in the pipeline even if they are not performing. While similar models have been deployed successfully in other industries for many years (such as venture capital), the Facility will be the first to deploy it in renewable energy project development.

The Facility’s options structure allows for multiple small investments to be made simultaneously. The Facility’s lower-cost exposure to a wider variety of projects at different stages of development means that the Facility can have greater portfolio diversification and mitigate risks associated with a particular developer, technology, or country more effectively than other approaches, including developer-managed platforms.

The Facility establishes a direct link between early stage investments and equity investment at financial close. The Facility’s first fund builds upon existing donor-led initiatives by providing a clear pathway from initial donor-supported early stage development financing to private sector investment, through the establishment of an equity investment fund. This link permits the selected early stage investments to develop with clear outlets for investment and alignment with potential investors. Recent successful grant-based project preparation facilities, such as U.S. OPIC’s Africa Clean Energy Facility, have noted the importance of such a link.

Finally, the Facility is unique in its objective of de-risking long-term institutional investors to finance projects at earlier stages. Most emerging market funds that the Lab Secretariat surveyed were either growth funds that sell off assets once operational for higher returns, or yield-based funds that purchase operating assets once fully de-risked. The Facility is one of the only private funds that seek to attract long-term yield-based institutional equity commitments beginning at the development stage of renewable energy projects. The Facility’s design, once proven, will unlock new sources of investment with minimal additional risk to long-term investors.

---

11 For example, the Africa Finance Corporation and several GEEREF investee funds finance project development in exchange for the right of first refusal to buy equity at financial close.
12 Stakeholder interviews conducted February-March 2017
3.3 CHALLENGES TO INSTRUMENT SUCCESS

The key challenge for the Facility will be to draw in institutional investors to renewable energy investment at earlier stages than is otherwise typical for them, as well as into emerging markets. This will require demonstrating that the options approach meets their investment needs better than the status quo. However, the Facility will face several challenges in doing so, as detailed in Table 2 below.

*Table 2: Challenges to the Facility’s Success in Attracting Institutional Investment*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Potential Solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Uncertain investment timing and success rates:</strong></td>
<td>For the first fund, the Facility could establish an investor club that commits to review potential investments and pool capital for projects for which options are exercised, without committing specific capital at the fund launch. In either case, a fund with equity investors committed in advance offers benefits – both to developers, who may be more likely to participate if they see a clear pathway to investment, and to investors, who can use the fund structure to improve understanding of the markets and specific projects before the equity is purchased.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Project development is highly uncertain in most markets. This uncertainty is reflected in the time it takes for a project to reach financial close, and that not all projects started ultimately make it to financial close.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Even though investor funding for the first fund is not drawn-down until the financing is needed at financial close, commitments effectively limit the use of investors’ funds for other purposes, and that opportunity cost must be taken into account when calculating fund returns (See Annex 1).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• This problem could compound if fewer projects than expected reach financial close.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ticket sizes:</strong></td>
<td>For the first fund, the Facility could commit to projects at a later stage of development to test the options mechanism and reduce risk of significant delays or failures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Institutional investors require the same amount of due diligence regardless of investment size, and hence are hesitant to invest in smaller funds such as the Facility’s first fund (Nelson and Pierpont 2013).</td>
<td>The first fund should likely focus on investors such as private equity groups, impact investors, and family offices. Follow on funds would be larger and more likely to attract long-term institutional investor capital.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emerging market focus:</strong></td>
<td>Development finance anchor investments and concessional co-investments will be critical to reducing emerging market risk and enhancing credibility of the fund.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The Facility’s focus on emerging markets introduces risks for international institutional investors, many of whom are focused on developed country markets (OECD 2015). Investments therefore need to be de-risked and/or offer higher returns in compensation.</td>
<td>For the first fund, the Facility should select countries with the best renewable energy policy environments. The Facility’s initial focus on middle income emerging markets and mature, competitive technologies is to promote institutional investor participation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14 For example, OECD’s 2015 Large Pensions Funds Survey notes that overall, infrastructure allocations range from 1 to 20% of portfolios. Furthermore, of total foreign unlisted infrastructure investment, emerging market allocations were between 0% and 35%.

15 This will allow it to have a less concessional investor returns waterfall structure than other comparable and complementary funds like the European Investment Bank’s GEEREF fund of funds and the Danish Climate Investment Fund (DCIF).
FIRST FUND AND BEYOND

4. IMPLEMENTATION PATHWAY AND REPlication

Early stage financing gaps are prevalent in many developing countries, and RESF offers a highly replicable approach to addressing these gaps in multiple countries. Once the concept is demonstrated, RESF expects to be fully financeable and sustainable without public financing.

4.1 FIRST FUND

4.1.1 Target Countries & Replication
The Facility’s first fund will target developing countries that have comparatively attractive investment environments for institutional investors and significant potential for renewable energy development, as indicated by the countries’ renewable energy policy and publicly announced capacity and generation targets. The Lab Secretariat scored countries on the basis of their general investment environment, including their sovereign credit rating, and their renewable energy enabling framework.16 Beyond these requirements, the Facility should also target countries with established or planned independent power producer markets. Based on this research as well as Proponent input, the Facility could initially target early-stage renewable energy projects in Latin America, particularly Brazil, Colombia, and Peru, in Middle East North Africa, particularly Jordan, Morocco, and Tunisia, and in Southeast Asia, particularly Indonesia and Vietnam.

Follow-on funds could expand to other countries in these regions with strong renewable energy enabling environments but somewhat less attractive general investment environments, including among others El Salvador, Ghana, Guatemala, Honduras, Kenya, Nicaragua, Rwanda, Senegal, and Uganda.

4.1.2 Milestones & Implementation Pathway
To move toward a first fund, the Facility will first need to secure USD 600,000 to undertake an in-depth feasibility study for a single region and prepare for its launch. The feasibility study, to take 3-6 months, will include the signing of MOUs17 with local partners, project pipeline development, and financial modeling with highly localized data, and will form the basis for fundraising the Facility’s first fund. The first fund could launch within a year (e.g., Summer 2018). See Table 3 below for more details.

---

16 Data sources include Climatescope, IESE, World Bank, S&P, Moody’s
17 Memoranda of Understanding
### Table 3: RESF Implementation Pathway

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MILESTONES</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>ACTIVITIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region-specific feasibility study</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Refinements of design &amp; financial modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Identify implementing partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raise capital and set-up fund</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Legal &amp; financial set-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Formalization of partnerships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Build options application platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Identify detailed project pipeline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fund close</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Donor, DFI, and private sector finance raised for $100 million equity fund and $10 million options fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Launch window for applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• First options purchased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Project milestones met and projects receive additional options premiums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity phase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• First investments reach financial close</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Equity investments deployed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replication &amp; Scale-Up</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Begin fundraising follow on fund (e.g., “RESF 2”) with lower or no concessional funding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.2 IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES

Given increasing competition for investors in the renewable energy sector, as well as the need to develop relationships with local project developers, the Facility will need establish a low-cost process, local presence, and local partnerships for originating projects and for providing technical services to those projects to enhance their ability to reach financial close. In addition, with much public attention on renewable energy development, the Facility should take advantage of existing institutions and partnerships at the investor level – including among development finance institutions, donors, and private investors – in order to be able to further reduce transaction costs and duplication.

#### 5. IMPACT

*The design of RESF increases investors’ returns over the status quo, while leveraging 25 dollars of commercial investment for every one of public investment.*

---

18 For example, RESF can offer projects for investment to development finance institutions and other initiatives including the Danish Climate Fund, the upcoming Danish Sustainable Development Goal fund, and in partnership with the Renewable Energy Performance Platform.
5.1 QUANTITATIVE MODELING RESULTS
To assess how the instrument addresses barriers, the Lab Secretariat compared results from the Facility’s proposed first fund with results from more standard investor portfolios, which typically include only projects that have already reached financial close (see Annex 1 for detailed methodology, assumptions, and results).

In the central case of the Lab’s model, the option structure allows somewhat higher returns to investors than they would obtain by investing directly at financial close, making their engagement earlier in the development process more financially attractive. The Facility’s expected equity IRR is 17.5% for the fund, and 15% to investors net of fees, compared with 14% for the fund and 12.75% to investors net of fees for comparable investments initiated at financial closure. Longer repayment periods in the option instrument are, in this case, more than offset by the offer of a discounted acquisition price to investors in the option instrument. However, uncertainty deriving from variable project success rates could lead to a larger range of possible returns. In addition, it may be difficult for the fund manager to correctly size the equity fund given variable project success rates (see Annex 1 for a full discussion).

5.2 PRIVATE FINANCE MOBILIZATION
Under the aforementioned modeling scenarios, approximately USD 30 million of public concessional finance would be invested in the first fund (between convertible grants and public concessional equity), which would mobilize USD 80 million private sector commitments at fund level, or a 1:2.7 ratio of public to private investment. Expanding beyond the direct fund leverage, the first fund is expected to mobilize a total of approximately 25 dollars of commercial investment, including from other equity and debt investments in the projects, for every one of public concessional investment.

5.3 ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL IMPACT
The Facility holds significant potential to contribute to clean energy and environmental objectives in pilot countries during a first phase. The Lab Secretariat estimates that the Facility’s first fund could support the deployment of 370 megawatt (MW) of solar and wind, abating and avoiding 12.6 million metric tons of CO₂ over the lifetime of the projects in pilot countries targeted. Electricity generated from these projects could be more than 1,230 GWh each year – roughly the annual electricity consumption of more than 850,000 people in Vietnam – for their 25-year estimated lifespan. However, the Facility’s impacts will vary based on the actual number of projects that

---

19 Instrument impact analysis relies heavily on CPI Finance Modeling which consolidates more than 5 years of experience on project-level, ex-ante, and ex-post analysis of climate-related projects, fund-instruments and related portfolios, as well as financial instruments and policies supporting them. CPI Finance Modelling applies to a wide range of low-carbon technologies and climate-resilient projects, allowing for in-depth analysis of how external technology and country-specific conditions and risks, as well as specific design aspects of policy and financial instruments, can impact on target metrics for private and public actors.

20 Results presented depend significantly on assumptions made with respect to underlying project finance data such as capital expenditure required/MW and capacity factor, proportion of solar versus wind in the portfolio, project success rates at each milestone, and local market conditions such as debt interest rates and tenors, and electricity tariffs. All assumptions are detailed in Annex 1. Modeling will need to be updated with more robust project-level data once one or more target regions are identified for an in-depth feasibility study.

21 Discount is meant to target an IRR 3% higher than in the market at fund level, see assumptions.

22 The amount of private investment could also include some investment from development finance institutions, if invested under the same terms as the private investment. The Lab did not analyze how much DFI commercial investment could be expected.

23 Based on Combined Margin (Average) emissions factors in Brazil, Peru, and Colombia. See Annex 1 for additional details.

24 Based on annual per capita electricity consumption in Vietnam. See Annex 1 for additional details.
ultimately reach financial close and other project variables. Annex 1 includes the full range of possible results.
In addition, in markets where intermittency is a problem and power outages are common, or that are reliant on hydropower for electricity – such as many parts of Latin America and South East Asia – the expansion of renewables can have indirect benefits for the grid, increasing resiliency, including to climate change, and reducing costly and dirty diesel backup generation. In addition, in many North African countries, expanding renewable energy generation can reduce countries’ exposure to costly energy imports. Finally, the Facility’s approach to supporting early-stage project development can catalyze growth of renewable supply chains and expand needed local capacities for project development in pilot countries.

5.4 REPLICATION AND SCALE UP

Within six of the potential markets for the first fund, current operational renewable energy capacity and planned and under construction projects are vastly insufficient to meet Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) and other publicly announced renewable energy targets by 2030. As analyzed by the Lab Secretariat, the nearly 13,000 MW difference between existing renewable energy capacity and the targets in these markets represents a significant need for pipeline creation and more than USD 15 billion in market value. If the Facility is able to capture ten percent of this market as it scales up, it would mobilize roughly 1300 MW of renewable energy and USD 1.5 billion of investment.

6. KEY TAKEAWAYS

The Facility employs an options mechanism to catalyze private investment into the earliest stages of renewable energy projects in emerging markets and grow project pipelines. It meets the Lab’s key criteria for endorsement in the following ways:

- **Innovation:** It introduces a novel approach to de-risking institutional investment in early stage, renewable energy project development through its unique combination of options financing, diversification of investments, and disciplined use of milestones.
- **Catalytic impact:** It has the potential to leverage significant concessional-to-commercial investment ratios of 1:25 through a first fund.
- **Financial sustainability:** Employing concessional finance only to demonstrate the value of the approach and reinforce the concept by reducing investor risks, with a clear path to fully private implementation in subsequent iterations.
- **Actionability:** It will be ready in the near-term, reflecting the urgency of the climate challenge and the need to grow project investment pipelines in emerging economies. The model can be deployed very quickly once investment is raised.

---

25 The Lab examined targets and existing pipeline in Brazil, Peru, Colombia, Jordan, Tunisia, and Morocco.
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